
 

Reservation 

 1. Reservation of kittens occurs when kittens are 1-2 months old, by making a deposit of 30% of the kitten's cost. 

 2. In cases of reserving an animal by nonresident and foreign citizens, the transfer of the kitten to the new Owner, 

as well as the preparation of the animal for dispatch, is carried out according to the preliminary 100% payment of 

the cost of the kitten and 100% payment of expenses related to the preparation of the animal for dispatch, payment 

of the delivery cost. Delivery along the Volgodonsk-Moscow route is made by the Breeder (free of charge). On the 

route Moscow - your city is made by a third party (the cost of delivery is paid directly to the third party separately). 

In this case, an Agreement for the Sale and Purchase of an animal (kitten) is concluded with you with a full 

description of the terms of the transaction for the purchase of a specific animal. In the case of 100% payment for an 

animal, ownership of this animal is transferred to the new owner on the day of payment and the animal is 

considered sold. Payment can be made in installments. Full calculation must be made before the kitten is sent to the 

future Owner. 

 3. All questions of payment, as well as the amount of advance payment / deposit, are resolved individually with each 

buyer! WE WILL ALWAYS GO TO A MEETING IN THE CASE OF A DELAY OF PAYMENT IS NECESSARY! 

 4. A kitten is considered reserved only after the conclusion of the corresponding agreement! The purchase 

negotiation process is not a guarantee that the kitten will be yours. 

 5. For nonresident and foreign citizens, the conclusion of the contract is carried out by signing the contract 

"electronically", payment is made by bank transfer to the account of the Breeder.  

Note: all conditions, guarantees, rights and obligations are described in the contract; details for payment only in 

personal correspondence.  

Payment 

 1. The transfer of the kitten to the Buyer is carried out after the conclusion of the relevant agreement on the 

preliminary 100% payment of the cost of the kitten (by wire transfer to the bank account of the Breeder). Payment 

can be made in installments. Full calculation must be made before the kitten is sent to the future Owner.  

2. The future owner of a pet-class kitten bears additional costs:  

• Castration of cats is mandatory for all males before moving to a new home; Sterilization can be carried out before 

moving to a new house at the request of the future owner, by the veterinarian of the cattery  

Transfer of kittens to new owners  

1. Kittens are not handed over to a new Owner under 12 weeks of age. By the age of 3 months, kittens are socially 

adapted, eat independently, are accustomed to scratching posts and a litter box, and are fully vaccinated against 

infectious diseases.  

2. Kittens are sold only on the basis of the concluded Sales and Purchase Agreement to the new Owner, which is 

issued in the cattery "electronically" (for nonresident and foreign citizens).  

3. Preparation for the transfer of a kitten to a new Owner is carried out only after full (or partial) payment for the 

animal and payment of overhead costs associated with preparing the kitten for transportation to another city or 

region. 

 4. The following documents are attached to the Purchase and Sale Agreement of a kitten to a new Owner: 

 • Veterinary passport of international standard with marks about vaccinations and microchip chipping (mandatory 

for all) - free of charge.  

• Recommendations for care and maintenance (mandatory for everyone) - free of charge.  
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• Pedigree, confirming the origin of the animal, drawn up and registered in the felinological system "WCF" or "ICU" 

(mandatory for everyone) - free of charge. Kittens sold under the condition of neutering (neutering) are given a 

pedigree after confirming the fact of neutering (neutering).  

• Certificate of health of a kitten from a state veterinary clinic (at the request of the buyer) - for an additional fee. 

 • Form No. 1 certificate for nonresident future Owners or transfer for foreign future Owners (mandatory for all) - for 

an additional fee. 

 • Diploma and evaluation sheet from the show as confirmation of the breed class (for SHOW-quality and BREED-

quality) - free of charge, if at the time of sale the animal was exhibited on the personal initiative of the Breeder.  

Note: the future Owner can ask the Breeder to confirm the class of the kitten by exhibiting it at the show (for an 

additional fee).  

 

5. Delivery of the kitten is carried out at the expense of the buyer (future Owner). The cost of transportation is 

calculated individually, taking into account the personal capabilities of the customer, as well as the delivery costs 

(carrier services, payment of a special ticket for an animal, form No. 1 veterinary certificate, container for 

transportation, tray and filler (if in the railway), waterproof diapers for animals, bowls for food and water, harness, 

food bag). The cost of transportation by air directly depends on the distance, travel date and weight of your pet in a 

container.  

6. We can bring a kitten to Rostov-on-Don ourselves. 

On the road, the kitten gets with him:  

• Veterinary certificate form No. 1 for departure  

• Veterinary passport with all vaccinations 

 • Pedigree (for kittens "Show" or "Breed" quality)  

• Container for transportation (carrying Scudo-1) 

 • Tray and filler (if in railway)  

• Waterproof diapers for animals 

 • Bowls for food and water 

 • Food bag  

• Toy 

 

 You can find out the routes of direct trains between our cities (Volgodonskaya) and ticket prices HERE 

 You can find out the calculation of the distance between our cities (if you are going to come to us by car) HERE 

 You can find out the contacts of animal transporters in Russia and to other Countries with us, as well as some list of 

contacts, you can see HERE  

 

The procedure for registration of the transaction (For foreign and nonresident citizens)  

For the convenience of nonresident citizens, accelerating the process of completing the transaction and confirming 

the fact of concluding an agreement with nonresident, our Nursery uses the method of "electronic" conclusion of 

the Agreement. 



 1. First, the Buyer gets acquainted with the form of the contract for the sale of an animal (kitten) on the website of 

the Nursery. (FORM OF AGREEMENT for review). After making the necessary adjustments to the contract (if any are 

necessary, by agreement of both parties), the Breeder will send an email. the address of the future Owner 

"electronic contract" for the purchase and sale of an animal (kitten) with all its data, payment details, signature and 

seal of the Cattery.  

2. The future Owner enters into the "electronic contract" his passport data, registration data, residence, telephone 

and other information. Then the future Owner prints out the "electronic contract" and signs it in 3 copies (One keeps 

to himself, two will be sent to the Breeder by mail, so that he could put the original signature and seal of the 

Nursery). The date of signing the contract corresponds to the date of receipt of the Deposit. 

 3. The printed Agreement for the sale of an animal (kitten) with your signature and  

details must be scanned (in color mode) and sent electronically to the Breeder's email address or WatsApp. 

 4. The Future Owner confirms the payment (from 30 to 100%) of the kitten's cost by sending a copy of the transfer 

receipt to the Breeder's email address. The breeder confirms the receipt of funds and an "electronic contract". 

 5. After that, the future Owner sends to the Breeder on WatsApp a signed Purchase and Sale Agreement of the 

animal (kitten). 

 6. The breeder, after receiving from the future Owner of the contract for the sale of a kitten, puts the original of his 

signature and seal in two copies. One will be handed over to the future Owner upon receipt of the animal with all 

other documents. At the request of the future Owner, a copy of it can be sent by mail or WatsApp. 

 7. After signing the contract, the future Owner pays up to 100% of the cost of the kitten and 100% of the cost of 

overhead costs associated with transportation, by bank transfer in the name of the Breeder. After paying the FULL 

payment, the kitten is considered the property of the future Owner. In case of paying part of the cost for an animal, 

the kitten is considered reserved. 

 8. The Future Owner confirms the payment by sending a copy of the transfer receipt to the Breeder's email address. 

 9. After confirming the full payment, the Breeder begins the preparation of the necessary documents for sending 

the animal and (if necessary) additional vaccination and chipping.  

10. The Breeder informs the future Owner of the date, time, point of arrival, vehicle coordinates and contact details 

of the accompanying person.  

11. The Breeder can send to the future Owner by registered mail the documents for the animal being transferred 

into possession (a signed copy of the Kitten Transfer Agreement, birth certificate or pedigree diplomas, etc.). The 

future Owner can also receive these documents upon receipt of the animal from the Breeder's Confidant, who 

delivers the kitten to the future Owner.  

12. The future Owner must inform the Breeder about the animal's health immediately after receiving the kitten from 

the carrier. Everyone who has purchased kittens in our cattery receives the necessary advice, regardless of the class 

of the kitten (show, breed, pet) and affiliation with a club or federation. 
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